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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the first accelerator neutrino experiment (Danby et al 

1962), searches for the vector bosons hypothesized (Fermi 1933, Yukawal935) 

as mediators of the weak interactions have been uniformly unsucessful. 

Nevertheless most theorists fully expect forthcoming experiments to 

uncover these particles, and believe that they can accurately predict 

their masses, decay properties and production rates. The reason for 

this confidence is the astonishing success of the now "standard" 

model (Glashow 1961, Weinberg 1967, Salam 1968) of electromagnetic 

and weak interactions. 

The model was constructed presuming that elementary particle 

interactions should be describable by a "renormalizable" field theory - 

that is, one in which all observables are calculable in terms of a 

finite number of measured parameters. Quantum electrodynamics is the 

prototype: once the electron's mass and charge are specified, photon 

and electron scattering amplitudes may be calculated to any desired 

accuracy. Years of effort to formulate a similarly calculable weak 

interaction theory finally bore fruit with the work of Gerhard 't Hoof t 

(1971) who demonstrated the renorinalizability (see also Lee & Zinn 

Justin 1972) of a class of theories with massive, electrically, charged 

vector bosons as required to reproduce t1observed structure of Fermi weak 

interaction couplings. A simple example of such a theory had been 

written down (Glashow 1961, Weinberg 1967, Salam 1968) several years 

earlier, but it predicted the existance of a type of weak interaction 

- neutral currents - which had not been observed. Renewed interest 



in the model spurred dedicated experimental searches which uncovered 

(Hasert et al 1973) the predicted phenomena, and, when the dust 

settled all the data appeared consistant with the first simple model 

which we describe below. 

Within the present state of technology renormalizable theories 

must satisfy a tight set of contraints. 

They include only fields with intrinsic angular momentum 

(spin) S < 1. 

* 
They include only couplings of dimension 4 or less. Bose 

fields have intrinsic dimension 1 and fermions 3/2, so elementary 

couplings are at most trilinear in fermions and quadrilinear in bosons. 

If spin-one (vector) fields are included, the theory must 

be invariant under local ttgauget  transformations. 

We illustrate this property of gauge invariance with a simple 

model, namely quantum electrodynamics, with the Lagrangian 

£ 	--iF F+iEyD QED 	4 pv 	a a pa a a a a  

where A is the electromagnetic field (photon) and 

F 	= a A -BA 	 (1.2) 
JV 	P \L 	V 11 

is the field strength; 
a 
 is a fermion field (quark or lepton) of mass 

m and charge q . The "covariant derivative" D is related to the 
a 	 a 	 p 

	

ordinary derivative B = 	by 
ax p 

* 
In mass units. Throughout we set Ii = c 	1. 
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0 = 	- ie A Q 	 (1.3) 
p 	p 	p 

where Q is the electric charge operator in units of the positron 

charge e: 

Q,Pa =  q. 	 (1.4) 

It is easy to see that the Lagrangian (1.1) is invariant under.  

local (space-time dependent) 	phase transformations on fermion 

fields 

-e 	 (1.5) 

if they are accompanied by a corresponding shift (change of "gauge") 

in the photon field 

A -' A 	+ 	A(x) 	 (1.6) 
p 	it 	 p 

This invariance reflects the fact that A isnot an observable: the 

observable field strength F is mv iantunde (1.6). Moreover 

gauge invariance insures the cancellation of infinities which would 

otherwise arise in the calculation of multiple photon exchange 

contributions to scattering amplitudes. 

While the photon kinetic energy (- IFUVF PV) is gauge invariant 

a photon mass ( AA) would not be. This was one of the stumbling 

blocks to the construction of a theory involving the necessarily 

massive vectors qf. the weak interactions. A second stumbling block 

was that they carry electric charge and therefore couple to the photon. 

The generalization of gauge invariance to the case of self-interacting 

vectors was worked out by Yang and Mills (1954), but the proof 

that such theories are rénormalizable was complete only with the work 



of 't Hooft (1971). 

The Lagrangian for a general Yang-Mills theory, including 

fermions, can be written in the form 

LYM = - G1 G + 	= D, 	 (1.7) 

where j.i is a column matrix with elements a 
 and the covariant 

derivative is now a matrix: 

b 	 1'
Pa = 	

- iVg1
Ij  

D   

the fermionic current PaY b  couples to the vector V with strength 

The generalized field strength Is 

	

= 	- a
Vi  + c ij kVIVv 	 (1.9) 

The Lagrangian (1.7) '  will be invariant under an infinitesinial gauge 

transformation (X(x) << 1): 

= iA1(x)g.* 	 - 

=a Ai(x) -c..kA(x)VP 	 (1.10) 

if the c..k  are totally antisymmetric and we impose 

[g.,g.) = ic ijkgk  

CijkC m  = cick2, + C j, C j • 	 (1.12) 

These conditions mean that the g  represent the infinitesimal 

generators of a group g with structure constants Cj.k.  The field 

strength G transforms according to the adjoint representation of g: 

ÔG 	= -c..kA3(x)GV. 	 ' 	(1.13) 
]IV 



The rules that emerge for constructing a renormalizable theory with 

vectors are thus: 

The Lagrangian must be invariant under a group of local 

gauge transformations. 

The spin-i fields must transform according to the adjoint 

representation of g, determining uniquely their multiplicity. 

Fermions must transform according to some (reducible) repre-

sentation of g with their couplings to vectors given by representation 

matrices for the generators. 

We did not include a fermion mass term in. (1.7) because we will 

consider gauge transformations which depend on helicity (the spin 

conponent along the direction of momentum), and which are not 

respected by mass terms. In suchtheories fermions, like vectors, 

acquire their masses from symmetry breaking effects. 

Let us recall the status of weak interactions before the discovery 

of neutral currents (Hasert et al 1973). Their two distinctive 

features where that only "left-handed t ' (negative heiicity) fermions 

participated in weak couplings and that one unit of electric charge. 

was exchanged. The observed weak interactions could be described in 

lowest order by the Lagrangian 

Jew = g 	a1 	aWp  + 	I*W 	 (1.14) 

where the coupling constant g is related to the Fermi constant CF 

through the mass MW  of W±: 

G 	2 

	

9 	 (1.15) 

MW 



and 
a 
 are doublets of fermion fields, for example 

= 	
e 	

= ( P ), etc. 	 (1.16) 

+ 
The operators I are represented by the direct product of a Pauli 

± 	 1 
matrix t with the Dirac matrix L = -(l - 15) which projects out 

negative helicity: 

T.L, I = 1, 2, 3. 	 (1.17) 

	

1 	2 

For a gauge invariant theory we must add a neutral gauge boson W 

coupled to the neutral current constructed using the commutator 13  

+ 
of the operators I 

	

= g I) 	3 	 (1.18) yI3*W.  

The matrices 
Ii 
 generate two dimensional unitary transformations on 

left handed fermions and the gauge group is called SU(2)L.  In a 

realistic theory we must also include electromagnetic couplings, but 

they cannot be added directly to (1.14) and (1.18) because the charge 

matrix Q already contains a piece proportionial to I 3 • We enlarge the 

gauge group to include the full electromagnetic charge by defining a 

"hypercharge" operator 

	

Y=Q-13 	 (1.19) 

which commutes with the I.• We then add a coupling 

LB  = g' a 	
(1.20) 

so that the gauge group becomes SU(2)L X U(l), where the generator Y 

7 



of U(1), represented by 

Y = QR + (Q - -)L, R = - (1 + Y 5). 	 (1.21) 

genera\tes helicity dependent local phase transformations. The electro-

inatnetic current is therefore split into two components Y and 1 3  coupled, 

respectively, to B and W3 . Defining two orthornortnal fields, 

A =BcosO +W sinO 
p 	p 	w 	p 	w 

(1.22) 

•Z 	W3cosO -BsinO 

	

w .  p 	w 

the sum of the interactions (1.18) and (1.20) can be rewritten as 

£+ LB = Aii yll[gtQcose - 1 3 (g' cos 0. - g sin w
)}i4 

w  

	

+ Z 	y[i3(g cos0+gtsin0) - Qg'sin0]P. (1.23) 

Indentifying A with the photon, which couples only to. charge Q with 

strength e, gives 	 - 

e = g'cosO w  = g sinO w 	
(1.24) 

and the Z-coupling reduces to the simple form 

g 
Z 	cosO z 
	1P[13 - Q sin20]. 	 (1.25) 

w 

The neutral current interaction (1.30) was obtained by the 

minimal extension of the known couplings (1.1) and (1.14) to a gauge 

invariant theory. At the time when the now "standard" model was first 

proposed, neutral currents had not been observed, and alternative models 

were proposed which used the introduction of additional leptons and 
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quarks to eliminate Z-coupli±igsto neutrinos (Lee 1972, Prentki & 

Zumino 1972) or to eliminate the Z entirely (Georgi & Glashow 1972). 

These models were less appealing on other grounds and were rendered 

obsolete by the discovery of neutral currents. 

Returning to. (1.25), the weak neutral couplings of fermions are 

seen to be completely specified by their charge and (helicity dependent) 

weak isospin in terms of a single parameter, the'eak angle" O which 

characterizes the singlet-triplet mixing of the neutral vectors. At 

low energies transitions envolving massive boson exchange appear 

point-like with strength given by a Fermi constant G. Comparing (1.25) 

with (1.14), the relative strength of neutral and charged current 

effects is seen to be 

= 	cos 0 /m Gz/GF m 	
2 	2 
wZ 

(1.26) 

At this point we must consider how vectors may acquire masses in 

a gauge invariant theory. One assumes that particle interactions are 

governed by a gauge invariant .Lagrangian but that the lowest energy 

("vacuum") state is not gauge invariant. Then the physical spectrum 

will not appear to satisfy the requirements of the gauge symmetry. 

* According to a general theorem, (Goldstone 1961) this situation, 

known as "spontaneous symmetry breaking", implies the existence of 

massless scalars called "Goldstone bosons". In the case of a local gauge 

symmetry, the Goldstone scalars can be removed from the Lagrangian by 

a gauge transformation and their degrees of freedom reappear as the 

longitudinal components of those vectors which become massive. This 

phenomenon is known as the Higgs-Kibble mechanism (Higgs 1964, Kibble 1967). 
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The Higgs mechanism is most easily implemented by the introduction 

of scalar fields which transform under the gauge group. Let us add to 

the above model two coupled scalar fields 
(+0) 

 which transform as 

a doublet under SU(2)L  with hypercharge 	= 4. They couple to gauge 

vectors through the covariant derivative 	- 

IDI 2  = [(a 	igt 	.i '4B)I 2 	(1.27) 

In addition we add a "scalar potential" with SU(2)L x U(l) invariant 

mass and interaction terms: 

V = - 	 = - 	

± A() 	A > 0. - 	 (1.28) 

If u2 < 0, the bilinear term is an, ordinary mass term and v has its 

minimum at = 0. For 112>0,  the minimum occurs for a value 

with 	
2 	2 

<> = 2X
E 
	

(1.29) 

In this case we must redefine the scalar field so that scalar 

excitations correspond to perturbations around the lowest energy state. 

Since 4 is characterized by four real functions we may write it as 

i.~ 	 - 	 0 
hO 	T\

(11(x)  

 	i (1.30) expi
\V 	 ___ 

where 0. and H are real and by definition <H(x) > = <(x)> = 0. 

This choice defines the direction of electromagnetic charge in the 

internal symmetry space: it is by definition the operator which 

leaves < > invariant. The potential (1.28) is independent of 0; 

excitation of these degrees of freedom corresponds to a rotation of 

in isospin space and costs no energy. In the absence of gauge 



interactions 0 would emerge as a massless Goldstone field with 

derivative couplings, as determined by expanding the kinetic energy 

term 	Using instead the covariant derivative, gauge invariance 

ensures that 

= £(t',w',B',') 	 (1.31) 

where the primed fields are obtained from the unprimed ones by a 

gauge transformation. Choosing as parameters. = - 0., ;ko = o 

removes the fields 0. from the Lagrangian as expressed in terms of 

and 

w .= W. + 	a o. + 
1 	1 	V 11 1 

(1.32) 

which now has a longitudinal component. The covariant derivative 

(1.27) now becomes (dropping primes on gauge fields) 

ID 	= u 	2  
lDp(HV) 1 = Ia HI2 + :(H+v) 2 ( 	+ 	2 Z2). 

p 	2 4cos0 

(1.33) 

The photon field A does not appear in (1.33) since it decouples from 

the neutral scalar; the squared coupling for the Z is taken from 

(1.25) with 1 3  = - 	Q = 0. The last term in (1.33) determines the 

couplings of W and Z to the physical scalar field H and also their 

masses: 

22 
2 	g  

MW = 	cos m. (1.34) 

Using this result in (1.26), we find equal effective Fermi constants 

for charged and neutral current couplings. This result follows from 

the SU(2)L  doublet structure of ; a different transformation property 

11 



would have resulted in a different mass ratio and unequal cupling 

constants. Fermion masses may be generated by introducing Yukawa 

couplings of fermions to ;redfin,ing the scalar field as in (1.30) 

gives rise to a fermion mass matrix proportional to v. 

The electroweak gauge model with the specific symmetry mechanism 

described here is known as the standard model. It predicts the 

strength and structure of all neutral current phenomena in terms of a 

single parameter O• Although it has met with remarkable experi-

mental success, many theorists believe that the symmetry breaking 

mechanism may be more complicated. These possibilities are mentioned 

in section 6, but have little.bearing on the physics of vectors 

which will be our main concern. 

Before proceeding to the discussion of vector phenomenology, we 

- must specify more completely the fermion content of the theory. At 

the time the electroweak theory was formulated, the data required 

three SU(2)L  doublets of fermions: the two leptón doublets of (1.16) 

and one quark doublet (Gell-Mann & Levy 1960, Cábibb6 1963) 

Li 

	 (1.35) 

where u is the "up" quark of chargé e and dc  is a superposition of: 

the "down" and "strange" quarks 

12 

d =d cosO + s sinO c 	c 	c 
(1.36) 

of charge- - e. The "Cabibbo angle" 0 is determined experimentally 

by comparing rates for semi-leptonic decays with strangenes's change 

ISI = 1 and 0. The doublet (1.35) presented a difficulty for the 



theory since its contribution to the neutral current (1.18) should be 

u'3u 
= 4(yLu - d yMLd) 	 (1.36) 

which :iinplied a strangeness changing neutral current coupling 

.CAS&O = -sinO cosO (dyLs + syLd)W3 . 	 (1.38) 

The coupling (1.37) would induce the decay KL.+  pp at arate comparable 

to that for K -* p + v, while experimentally the jip mode is 

suppressed relative to the pv mode by a factor 4 x 10 in rate. 

Before the work of 't Hoof t (1971), Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani 

(1970) had suggested that such strong suppression of strangeness 

changing neutral currents, which should occur at higher orders even 

in a theory with only charged weak currents, could be understood if 

there were a fourth 'charmed" quark c of charge - 2 - e which forms a weak 

isospin doublet with the superposition s of s and d orthogonal to dc: 

= (C ), s = s cosO - d sinO 	 (1.39) 
c 	s 	c 	c 	c 

C 

then the strangeness changing component of the neutral coupling 

g 
	 (1.40) 

exactly cancels (1.38) Although there was no evidence for charmed 

hadrons, the development of renormalizable theories made a mechanism of 

the GIN type seem imperative. Studies of higher order contributions 

to neutral strangeness changing currents led to estimates (Vainshtein 

& Khriplovich 1973 , Gaillard & Lee 1974) of the masses of 

charmed hadrons and intensive experimental searches eventually 

established (Aubertetal 1974, Augustin et al 	1974, Goldhaber et al 

13 



1976, Perruzzi et al 1977) their existence and confirmed their 

predicted properties. This discovery together with the discovery of 

neutral currents cemented the belief in gauge theories for many 

theorists. Indeed, it is generally believed that the strong nuclear 

interactions are also described by a gauge theory. In. order to under-

stand baryon spectroscopy and other low energy properties of hadron 

interactions,, it has long seemed necessary to postulate that each of the 

"flavors" (u,d,s,c .... ) of quark exist in three different varieties 

called colors. This new degree of freedom is believed to be gauged with 

massless vector bosons called gluons representing an SU(3)c  color 

group. The resulting gauge theroy, called Quantum Chromodynamics 

(QCD) has had. considerable qualitative success in describing how the 

strong Interactions get weaker at high energies so that the quark 

constituents of hadrons appear essentially free. e particularly 

convincing manifestation of this property of asymptotic freedom 

was in the spectroscopy and decay properties of hadrons containing the 

relatively massive charm quark. 

Along with the discovery of charm, the exiStance of an unexpected 

new lepton, the r., was also revealed (Perl et al 1975). Data 

suggest that the T couples weakly to a third neutrino forming a lepton 

doublet 

= 

	
(1.41), 

with the same couplings as 	and p. This discovery led to the postu- 

late of yet another quark doublet 

= (), 
	 (1.42) 

14 
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again on the grounds of renormalizability. In spite of gauge invariance, 

helicity dependent fermion-vector couplings induce infinities in higher 

order corrections to the three-vector vertex which can be removed only 

by cancellations among different fermions. The condition for this 

cancellation in the standard model is that the sum over fermion charges 

vanish. Since each quark doublet really represents three (mass and 

charge degenerate) doublets, corresponding to the three color degrees 

of freedom of the strong interaction gauge group SU(3)c  the charge sum 

rule is .satisf led if there are equal numbers of quark and lepton 

doublets which one tends to associate as "generations" of fundamental 

fermions. Hadrons apparently composed of b and b have been identified 

(Herb et al 1977), while evidence for the t .quark is still being 

sought, and its non-observation to date means that its mass must be at 

least 18 GeV. The extension to six quarks had in fact already been 

proposed by Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973) because the Cabibbo mixing of 

b with d and s provides a possible source for the CP violating effects 

observed in K-decays. 

To summarize, there is a large body of data (Hung & Sakurai 

1981).which supports the belief that weak and electromagnetic inter-, 

actions can be described together by a renormalizable gauge theory. 

However direct confirmation is still lacking. Aside from verifying 

the existence of the heavy vectors, many theorists believe the crucial 

test of the gauge theory postulate is the structure of their self 

couplings. In the standard model these arise uniquely from the Yang-

Mills interaction 
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£ = - 	G 	G,i=l,2,3 
YM 	4 pv 1 

(1.43) 

c. = WI  - w1  + g. ji 	'v 	 jk p v 

which contains tn-linear and quartic couplings of the charged 

w  = .. (w1  ± iW2 ) 

and neutral 

W 3 = cosO Z - sinO A 	 (1.45) 
w 	w 

intermediate bosons. Even accepting a gauge theory description, 

there are uncertainties .which persist. For example, there, is a 

class of models which mimic the minimal model at low energy but 

would show up as dramatically different in the spectrum of massive 

vectors. 

This article will describe the physics of weakly coupled 

vectors. Section 2 covers their "static" properties: mass, decay 

widths and branching ratios. Subsequent sections treat production 

mechanisms: e+e_  annihilation, lepton induced reactions on nucleons, 

pp and pp collisions. In Section 6 we briefly review the phenomenology 

of scalar partièles associated with the clouded issue of symmetry 

breaking; the best laboratory for their study may in fact be in 

associated production with vectors or in their' decay. Section 7 

summarizes our conclusions. 



II. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE VECTOR BOSONS 

The previous section has described the arguments that led to 

the formulation of the "standard" model of weak and electromagnetic 

interactions, and has developed much of its structure. In this 

section we will start to focus on the physics of the as yet unseen 

vector bosons by listing some of their expected properties. Although 

experiments to date have been made in restricted kinematic ranges far 

from those where the vector bosons should appear, the manifold 

successes of the standard model and its tightly constrained nature 

tempt us to make the extrapolation and enable us to make relatively 

detailed predictions for their masses and decay modes. 

2.1 Properties of the Charged Vector Bosons 

+ 
We start with the charged vector bosons W , whose masses can be 

inferred from the known strength of the .charged weak interactions: 

G 	2 
(115) 

Ii8m 

and the magnitude of the SU(2) coupling constant g: 

g 
= 	e 

sinO 	
(1.24) 

w 

in the standard model. Combining these two results we find 

F~P2 G

F1 37.4GeV 
= .. (2.1) 

W 	
sinew  5m w  

The experimental value of the neutral weak mixing angle 6 is such 

that sin2 O z 0.21 to 0.25, corresponding to 

17 

75 to 82 GeV 	 (2.2) 
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if we use the formula (2.1). This value is calculated directly from the 

Lagrangian without taking into account radiative corrections. Since 

the standard model is renorinalizable, we are able to compute reliably 

to any desired order the radiative corrections to the formula (2.1) 

and the resulting prediction (2.2). The one-loop radiative corrections 

have recently been calculated (Bardin 1981, Veltinan 1980, Sirlin 

& Marciano 1981,Llewellyn Smith & Wheater 1981). When used in 

the analysis of weak neutral current data they tend to reduce somewhat 

the preferred range of sin2 O: 

2(included

radiative \ 
sin 0 = 0.215 ± 0.012 correctionsj 	 (2.3) 

 / 

and raise the prediction (2.2) for the W±  boson mass by a few percent: 

m ± = 83.0 ± .24 GeV 	
1radiative \ 
	 (2.4) 

W 	 (correctionsj 
\included / 

The principal decay modes of the W± are also very easily deduced 

from the standard model Lagrangian of section 1. One finds for example 

that the leptonic decay mode W - ev has the partial decay width e 

-- 	QFm+ 
r(w - e v ) = 	 (2.5) 

e 	6irñ 

The partial rates for other f ermion-antif ermion decay modes are simply 

related to (2.5) if one neglects the effects of finite fermion masses. 

All such (mf/m.W)  effects are rather small when they involve the as yet 

unseen quark t, whose mass must be at least 18 GeV. One finds that 

r(W -3- 'v): r(w 	rv): F(W -* qq') 

]!: 	1: 	1: 31U qq,12 	 (2.6) 
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where the factor 3 in equation (2.6) is a counting factor arising 

because each quark pair qq' can be produced in three different colors. 

The quantity Uqq  in equation (2.6) parametrizes the mixing (Kobayashi 

& Maskawa, 1973) of the charged weak current between the quarks q 

and q'. In he familiar '  cases of the up, down and strange quarks U qqt  

is essentially given by the well-known Cabibbo angle 0: 

ju I. = coso , lu I = sine ud c us C 
(2.7) 

with a natural extension to a world with more quarks and mixing angles. 

The matrix of couplings U qqt  is unitary in a space of dimensionality 

NG equal to the total number of fermion generations. Since each 

doublet of colored quarks is accompanied in the standard model by a 

doublet of leptons, one expects on the basis of equation (2.6) that 

r(w-* e\ ) ) 

	

e 	- 
	
11 , 1 < 1  

(W-- all) 	- r(W- -* all) 	4N'112 	

± 
if all the fundamental fermions are much lighter than the W , and 

they have no other important decay modes.. Indeed, fermion-antifermion 

pairs are by far the most important decay modes of the W 
+

in the stan-

dard model, so that the results (2.8) stand as the predictions for the 

+ 
leptonic branching ratios. . The total W decay width can be estimated 

11 	
by substituting the expected mass (2.4) into the anticipated decay 

width for W - ev 
e 

	

- e) 	260 MeV 
	

(2.9) 

and then multiplying by 4N0 , as suggested by equations (2.6) and (2.8). 



One finds 

	

+ all) 	NG  GeV 	 (2.10) 

which is significantly wider than the mass resolution which should be 

obtainable in some of the experiiuental searches discussed in subse-

quent sections. While comparatively large by hadronic standards, the 

width (2.10) is still only a few percent of the large mass (2.4) 

± 
expected for the W ±  , so that the W can still be regarded as a 

ttnarrowfl resonance. 

2.2 Properties of the Z°  

Turning now to the Z° , the expected mass can again be derived 

simply from the standard model as set out in Section I: 

mW±•  = 	___ _______ = 	 GeV. 	(2.11) 
•0 	cosO 	 .• 	 sine cosO 

Z 	w 	%'2G sirrOcosO 	w 	w 
F 	w w 

As in the case (2.2, 2.4) of the W, this mass estimate is subject 

to significant radiative corrections. If one includes the radiative 

corrections to equation (2.11) one finds that 

	

m 0 = 93.8 ± 2.0GeV 	 (2.12) 

z 

Also as in the case of the W,  one expects the principal decay modes 

to be fermion-antifermion pairs. We may parameterize the coupling of 

the Z °  to a fermion pair ff (f = e, u, u, d, etc.) by: 

= - 	
(GF)l/2( 	- afy 5)fZ. 	 (2.13) 

ZfT 

20 
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In the standard model (2.13) is equivalent to (1.25) with 

determined by (.34) and (1.15), and the vector couplings Vf  and 

axial couplings a f  are 

a = v = 1 for neutrinos 

af  = - 1 v1  = - 1-4qf sin2 O 	for qf < 0 	 (2.14) 

af  = 1 Vf  = 1-4qf sin2 0 for qf > 0. 

The various partial decay widths can be expressed in terms of the 

vector and axial couplirgsof equation (2.13): 

3 
0 	GFmZ 	 2 	2 r(Z 	ff) = 	(1 or 3) (Vf  + af ). 	 (2.15) 

6r/ 

In view of the suppression of flavor-changing neutral currents, one 

expects the decay products to have equal and opposite flavors. The 

factor of 1 or 3 in (2.15) depends whether one is studying a 

leptonic decay mode or a quark-antiquark mode with its characteristic 

factor for the number of colors. Using the standard model neutral 

current couplings of Section I one finds ( 	Camilleri et al 1976) 

r(Z°  -- 	): F(Z9±e+e):  r(Z°  - iu): r(z 0 	d) ee 

	

= 2: 1 + (1-4 sin2 ) 2 : 3(1 + (1- 	sin2O) 2 ): 3(1 +(l- sin2e?) 

(2.16) 

and similarly for the second and third generation flavors if one 

neglects corrections of order m/m. These are not actually 

negligible (Marciano & Parsa 1981) for the top quark: 
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3 	21/2 	 2 

r(z0~ t) 
= ::°(') 	11_x~ 	

2't (1
~ 

16 	6 4 2 )f 
Z 	 MW 	 (2.17) 

(where x 	sin2O) implies a reduction of 0(.20)% by comparison with 

the decay rate into uu if the top quark has a mass of 20 GeV, close 

to the present experimental limit. If there were equal numbers of 

light fermions of the different charges (neutrinos, charged leptons, 

charge + 2- quarks and charge 
- 4 quarks, we ou1d expect on the basis 

of equation (2.16) that 

- r(z 0 ~ e 
+
e ) 

r(z0 -- all) 

since we know there mus 

expected Z °  mass (2.12) 

widths, we deduce 

0 	+ -  r(Z  -   -p) 

= 	0 	 uN 	
(2.18) 

	

r(z -*all) 	G 

t be at least three generations. From the 

and the formula (2.15) for the partial decay 

r (Z° 	e+e_) 	90 MeV 	 (2.19) 

and 

r (Z ° 
 
-- all) 	NG GeV 	 (2.20) 

which is again considerably wider than the experimental resolution ex-

pected in some of the experimental searches. The total width (2.20) is 

slightly reduced by the finite mass correction (2.17) for the top 

quark, but this effect is compensated for by the QCD radiative correc-

tions to the quark-antiquark decay modes, each of which is multiplied 

by a factor 

[1 + —k + •• 	1.04 . 	 (2.21) 

The end result is to retain the simple formula (2.20). 
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A point of some phenomenological interest and uncertainty is the 

total decay rate into neutrinos: 

r(z° -* Yvv ) 
= 0.18 GeV x  N. 	 (2.22) 

Neutrinos are of course much lighter than the related charged leptons, 

and we have very meager indications how many there may be: presumably 

they could all be produced in Z 0  decays even if their partner leptons 

were heavier than4m The most direct uppe.r limit on the number of 

+ neutrinos from particle physics experiments probably comes from K 

decays. The limit (Asano et al 1981) 

r(K - 	E)/r(K+ -* all) 1.4xl0 7 	 (2.23) 

corresponds (Ellis 1981) to an upper limit of 

N 	0(l0) 
	

(2.24) 

A similar limit can be deduced from the success of simple QCD 

calculations of the total decay rate and e+e  branching ratio of 

the lightest known meson containing a b quark and its antiquark. 

By way of contrast, cosmological nucleosynthesis. calculations (Steigman 

1980) suggest that 

N
v 	

3 or 4 	 . 	 (2.25) 
-•-, 

for neutrinos weighing less than an MeV or so. If the number of 

light neutrinos is not excessive, a comparison of equations (2.20) and 

(2.22) suggests that 

-' all) 	6% per neutrino 	 (2.26) 
~ all) 	 . 	 . 
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so that a precision measurment of the Z 0  width should be able to tell 

us how many neutrinos there are. Provincial particle physicists may 

trust this more than the nucleosynthesis limit (2.25). However, if 

the Z°  is signif icantlywider than the expectation (2.20), we must be 

sure to have excluded the possible existence of other substantial 

decay modes of the Z ° . None have been found in the standard model: 

for example it has been calculated (Alles et al 1977,Albert et al 

1980) that 

+ r(z 0 -*w-+ x) 	
2 x 10 	 (2.27) 

r(z 0  -3- all) 

and even decays into the mythical Higgs boson are expected to have 

relatively small branching ratios: 

r(z °  + H° + 	or j+p) 	10 	(Bjorken 1977) 	(2.28) 

r(z 0  + H°  + y) < 10_ 6 	 (Calm et al 	1979) (2.29) 

The prospects for counting the number of neutrinos therefore seem 

quite good in the context of the standard model. 

What about deviations from the standard model? Alternative 

theories based on larger groups than the minimal SU(2) x U(l) of 

Section I generally have more neutral current interactions and hence 

more than one neutral vector boson. In quite a large class of theories 

the lightest of these is actually lighter than the single Z °  of the 

standard model (Georgi & Weinberg 1978). Experiments at e+e •storage 

rings in particular are gradually increasing the lower bound on the 

0  mass of such a light Z , and decreasi .  ng the phase space available to 
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such models (Branson 1981). There is an alternative variation (Abbott 

& Farhi 1981) on the standard model which predicts that the Z °  should 

have a significantly higher mass. In this scenario the SU(2) group of 

the weak interactions is supposed not to be spontaneously broken, 

and to be characterized by a strong coupling constant. The Z 0  

and W 
+
are then expected to be composite states with strong couplings 

analogous to the familiar p mesons of hadronic physics. The relation 

(1.15) between the masses and couplings of the 	and the observed 

Fermi constant GF  still holds as a first approximation, so we see 

that strongly-interacting W  and. Z°  must be heavier than the con-

ventional expectations (2.4 ., 2.12) and then.the formulae (2.5) 

and (2.15) tell us that, the W ± and Z °  must also be considerably 

wider than the standard model expectations (2.10) and (2.20). 

This scenario is certainly very far-out, and has several unsolved 

technical problems (Abbott & Farhi 1981), but it serves to 

remind us that despite the strong circumstantial evidence for 

the standard model for the W and Z°,, experiments may reveal to 

us something rather different. 
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III. VECTOR BOSON PRODUCTION IN ELECTION POSITION ANNIHILATION. 

Most of thenext generation of electron-positron colliddrs 

(see Table 1) are intended to be 	factories". The determination of 

the Z°  mass will provide a precision measurement of the neutral weak 

mixing angle 0 and/or a check of the higher order corrections 

discussed in Sec. 2, while the determination of its width counts 

otherwise undetectable weakly coupled light particles such as 

neutrinos. The hoped for production, rate of about a million Z ° 's per 

fortnight will allow searches for rare decay modes like those 

involving the elusive scalar bosons. All of these measurements can 

provide indirect probes of a still higher energy sector of the 

theory, just as precisionmeasurements in kaon physics contributed 

important constraints on the construction of the electroweak theory 

of Section 1. In addition, the high rate of hadron production on reso-

nance will provide a valuable laboratory for studies of both their 

weak and strong couplings. Here we emphasize straightforward tests of 

the electroweak theory at collision energies near the Z °  pole, which 

will be described in Section 111.1. 

Production of charged intermediate boson.s will not become significant 

until energies can be reached which are above the threshold for 

e+eT 	 The properties of this interaction, which directly probes 

the structure of the Yang-Mills couplings (1.43), will be described in 

Section 111.2. 

Most of the results presented in this section are taken from 

unpublished LEP studies (Camilleri et al 1976, and associated 
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LEP/ECFA reports). Additional unpublished material, is contained in 

the Cornell Z °  theory workshop (Peskin & Tye 1981). 

111.1 Physics Around the Z °  Pole. 

In Section 2 we gave in equation (2.13) a general paraineterizationof 

the Z0 couplings. The paranaters fl1, Vf  and af  are in principle canpletely determined 

(up to an overall sign common to all the v 'sand a' s) by measurements of the total cross 

section as a funct ion of center of mass (c .m.) energy, the angular asymmetry of the final 

state nxmientutn axis with respect to the bean axis, and polar izat ion-d ependent effects 

in the process  
ee 	ff. 	 (3.1) 

Let us first consider tIe case where the final state pair is not e+e.  Then the process 

(3.1) will be dominated by single photon and Z °  exchange in the direct 

channel. As is customary we shall normalize cross sections with respect to 

the lowest order one-photon exchange cross section: 

00 = a(e+e + y + pp) =4 Tra= 	GeV2  nb 	 (32) 

where s is the total c.m. energy, and study the ratio 

Rf = a(e+e_ - ff)/cy 0 . 
	 (3.3) 

Then including both photon exchange and Z 0  exchange with the coupling 

(2.13) we obtain 

2 	 2 	2 	2 	22 
Rf = qf - 2qfvvfP(s)x(s) + (ye  + a)(vf  + af )p (s)X(s) 

(3.4) 

where to simplify notation we have introduced the kinematic factors 

C 	ms 
p(s) = F 	

Z 	 (3.5) 
8fiiic s-m 
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2 2  and 

	
(3.6) (s)= 	22 	22 

(s_ma) 	zz 

The factor x(s)  gives, the Breit-Wigner smearing of the pole and can be 

set equal to unity in the narrow width approximation. The third term 

in (3.4) is the pure Z °  contribution: the position and shape of the 

peak reflect the Z °  mass and width, while the height of the peak 

determines the product of Ze+e_  and Zfr coupling strengths. The 

second term arises from Z°  and photon exchange interference and is 

sensitive only to the vector couplings of the Z 0  and its sign reflects 

the relative Ve/Vf  sign. The relative contribution of vector and axial 

couplings can be read off from the value of Rf  at the minimum which 

in the narrow width approximation occurs at 

p(s) = 
qfvvf  

2 	2 	2 	2 
e  (v + a)  (Vf  + af ) 

(3.7) 

and takes the value 

min- qf (qf 	
ef  V V 

- (v2  + a2)(v2 + a2))' 	
(3.8) 

e 	e f 	f 

The ratio R (qf  = - 1) is shown in fig. 1 for m Z  = 83 GeV and for 

several values of v and a where p - e universality 

ve = vp 	e 	p 
v,a =a 	a 	 (3.9) 

, 

has been assumed. Note that universality alone predicts that 

the interference term has the same sign as s - m. In the case of 

the standard'inodel, Eq. (2.14), v = 0 for sin 2 O = 0.25, 'so that the 

presently favored value of sin 2 O suggests thaty - Z interference 
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effects will be difficult to discern. For hadronic final states, their 

identification in terms of a primary q - q pair will be difficult at 

best, and realistic measurements of R will require an average over 

- 

	

	quark types of the interference effects which again are rather small 

if the parameters of the standard model are used. 

More striking effects are expected in angular asymmetries which 

are more sensitive to axial couplings. Indeed, measurements at 

PETRA and PEP have already found indications of an axial coupling for 

the muon. which is compatible with the standard model (Branson 1981). 

Defining e as the angle between the incident e and the outgoing f, 

the differential cross section for (3.1) in the narrow width approxi-

mation is given by 

da 
f {q (l + cos ira 

2 	
2 	

2o) - 2qfp(s)[v vf (l + cos2O) + 2aafcosO] 
d 	

--- 	f  

2 (sv2  + a2  )(v + a )(l + cos 2  + p 	)[( 	 O) + 8vavf afcosO)}. (3.10) 

The integrated asymmetry, defined by 

dc f 
	

0 	dcYf  

j d cosO dcosQ 	d cos 0 d cosO 

def  
j dcosO 
-1 	d cosO 

is given by the expression 

Af  = 	a afp(s)[ qf  + 2v vfp(s)]/[qf - 2q fp(s)vvf 	(3.12) 

+ p2(s)(v2 + a2)(v 2 + a)J 

which vanishes if the axial coupling of either the electron or final 
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state fermion vanishes, and is bounded by JA f J <0.75. A is shown 

in Fig. 2, assuming universality (3.9), for m 2 	
2 

= 83 GeV, a = 1 

and several values of v2 . At low energies s << 	only the axial 

coupling is relevant and the effect is expected to be as large as 10% 

for energies / 	40 GeV charateristic of PEP and PETRA. Near the 

Z°  pole, the shape of the asymmetry is sensitive to v 2 /a2 . The 

asymmetry reaches its minimum, value 

Amin=. - 3 	a 	 (3.13) 
p 	4 	22 

2v +a 
1 for p= - 2 2 and its maximum value 

3v+a 

- 	(3.14) 

for p= 
	

. As seen from Fig. 2, the effects are very pronounced 
a2-v2   

and should yield precision measurements of a and v . For hadronic 

final states, asymmetry measurements require some method of dis- 

tinguishing jets of hadrons associated with a primary quark from those 

of an anti-quark. One method might be to measure the total charge of 

a jet. Then the quantity (3.11), with 0 defined as the angle of a posi-

tively 	charged jet with respect to the incident e direction, would, 

to the extent that the jet charge "remembers" its parent quark charge, 

measure the weight.ed asymmetry 

A 	=A 2-A 	1 
jet>ü 	qf 	qf=-3 	 (3.15) 

Another method is to assume that the fastest particle in a jet contains 

the primary quark; this again entails a weighted averageover quark 

types. It seems plausible that at least consistency checks can be 



made with regard to the axial and vector couplings predicted by the 

standard.model. In the case where the final state fermion pair is 

e+e, the process (3.1) recieves contributions from y and Z °  exchange 

in the crossed channel as well. The corresponding cross section and 

asymmetry formalae are considerably more complicated (see, the above 

cited references) and we shall not reproduce them here. 

With the assumption (3.9) of.i - e universality, the absolute 

magnitude and energy dependence of the cross section ratio R and 

the asymmetry Au  depend only on the three parameters v, 2a2  and 

and their measurement provides a check of universality. However no 

information on the sign of v/a can be obtained from these measurements; 

this requires some polarizat ion-dependent information, which can be 

obtained either by measuring the final state lepton polarization 

(perhaps most realistically T-polarization) or by comparing cross 

sections from left- and right-handed polarized incident beams. 

In general, for unpolarized incident beams, the helicity of the 

final state fermion (averaged over production angle) is given by 

(again the narrow width approximation): 

= - He(s) = 2p(s)af[qfv - P(s)V f (a + v2)] 

q - 2qfp(s)v v + p 2 (s)(a2  + v2 )(a2  + v) 
ef 	 e 	e f 

(3.16) 

On resonance this becomes 

L 	

2av. 
il( s)  

(a+v 2 f 	f) 

31 
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providing a direct measurement of the sign as well as the magnitude 

of a/v for the final state fermion. A similar determination of a/v 

would be provided by measuring the dependence of the cross section 

rate on resonance as a function of the longitudinal polarization 

	

of the incident beam. Complete expressions for the angular dependence 	 11 

of the final state helicity and of the cross section for polarized 

beams have been givn in the above cited references.. Within the gauge 

theory context, the case for demanding polarized beanis in the energy 

range around the Z°  pole is in fact not very strong. The assumption 

of lepton universality allows the determination of the common' para-

meter v/a 'from polarization measurements on a final state muon or T. 

In this case the polarization is maximum 'in the forward direction, 

where for example, on resonance, the polarization attains the value 

- 	' 	 2 	2 	 ' 
H 	(m,cosO = 1) = - 4av(a 
	v ) 	0.32, 	, (3.18) 

(a+v)+4av' 

even for v = -0.12 corre spond ing to sin 2 O = 0.22 in the standard 

model, so measurements of H 9'(s, cosO) can provide a dramatic dis-

criminator. While various suggestions which have been proposed 

(p-violating momentum correlations and polarization of leading 

particles of non-zero spin) 'for probing quark polarization do not 

appear very convincing as true quark polarimeters, such measurements 

are not actually necessary if the general form of the couplings 

(2.13) is accepted, since the possibly more feasible measurements of 

quark cross section ratios Rq  and asymmetries Aq  'allow measurements 

of the signs as well as magnitudes of the quantities aqae and  vqve. 



while universality (to be tested in At-and Re-) together with the 

measurement of H provides the sign of ac/ye. 

More interesting phenomena may occur if the standard model is 

incorrect. Figure 3, taken from de Groot et al 	(1979), shows the 

shape of the cross section in a model where a second Z°  is intro-

duced whose couplings to fermions enter only through mixing effects 

with the standard Z °  - leaving the low energy phenomenology of the 

standard model intact. In. such a model similar exotic patterns 

would occur in the energy dependence of asymmetries and polarizations. 

111.2 Production of Charged Intermediate Bosons. 

The obvious way to measure the Yang-Mills couplings in e+e 

collisions is through the process 

e+e_ 	 (3.19) 

arising from direct channel Z or photon exchange as in (3.1). As 

this requires a center of mass energy above the WW threshold, it 

is relevant to consider means of probing these couplings at lower 

energies. Their contribution to the cross section for the processes 

ee -e+W+v 
	

(3.20) 

has been calculated and found to be small for energies below the 2W 

threshold: For example 

- Wey) - 10 7nb = 2 x 10o0 	 (3.21) 

in the standard model at 	150 GeV, and the cross section falls 

rapidly at lower energies. The trilinear boson coupling contribution 

to 

33 
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e e. - •y + v v 

ee 
(3.22) 
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has not been calculated, but is expected to be similar to (3.20) in 

order of magnitude. A possible probe of the ZWW vertex is through 

the decay 

z -* w + ff t 
	

(3.23) 

where the fermion anti-f erion pair (f?' = e, ild, ...) arises from 

internal conversion of a virtual W produced at the ZWW vertex. The 

total branching ratio for processes of the type (3.23) is found to be 

only about 10, giving a cross section (Alles et al 1977, Albert 

et al 	1980) 

.a(e+e 	W + fr') 	10 8 nb (3.24) 

at Vs = m z where it is maximal. 

We are therefore forced to consider the process (3.19) as the only 

feasible probe of the Yang-Mills couplings. The total cross section 

and angular distributions for this process have been calculated by 

Alles et al 	(1977) (see also Sushkov et al 1975) using the standard 

model, and detailed formulae are given in their paper. Figure 4 shows 

the cross section as a function of energy for several values of sin 2 O; 

with decreasing values of sin 0 the W W threshold increases (e.g. 

vi~th = 170 GeV for sin 2 e = 0.20) but the cross section peaks at a 

higher value. The angular distributions have also been given and show 

a strong asymmetry in cos 0(0 is defined as the W angle with respect 

to the e direction) which becomes increasingly pronounced with 

increasing c.m. energy. This effect is due to crossed channel 
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exchange, which is "uninteresting" compared to direct channel'y and Z. 

exchange contributions, because it involves only couplings that are 

already known from low energy data. Unfortunately v exchange gives 

the dominant contribution for energies not far above threshold, as can 

be seen from Fig. 5 (Alles et al 	1977), where different contributions 

to the cross section for (3.19) are plotted separately. However 

Fig. 5. also illustrates the sensitivity of the total cross section 

to the delicate cancellation required by a gauge theory: each of the 

interference terms gives a negative contribution comparable in magnitude 

to the square of each single exchange contribution. 

In view of the importance of probing the Yang-Mills couplings, we 

must consider ways in which the different contributions may be separated. 

One useful tool in this respect is the use oflongitudinally polarized 

beams. Since the v-exchange contribution involves only left (right) 

handed electrons (positrons), the y  and Z exchange contributions can 

be selected by colliding right-handed electrons with left handed 

positrons, for example, provided there is no contribution from right 

handed v-exchange. In addition, the polarization of the final state 

W's, which can be analyzed using lepton angular distributions with 

respect to the W production axis, is also an effective probe. In 

particular, the coupling of longitudinally polarized W's would grow 

rapidly with c.m. energy in the absence of the cancellations assured 

by the Yang-Mills coupling of (1.43). These effects have been 

analysed in detail by Gaemers and Gounaris (1979) who give angular 

distributions for the different helicity amplitudes and show their 
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dependence on the trilinear coupling parameters. Should polarized 

beams not be feasible, one must rely on angular distributions to 

separate the different contributions. At fixed energy, the angular 

dependence of the lowest order Yang-Mills coupling is uniquely 

determined by the requirements of renormalizability, independently 

of the gauge group or symmetry breaking. If the only other contri-

bution is the t-channel exchange of light (m 2  <<m, s) neutrinos 

there are only two independent amplitudes at fixed s, so that con-

tributions to the cross sectiOn from s-channel gauge boson exchange, 

t-channel neutino exchange and their interference can be separated by 

weighted averaging of the data with suitably defined angular functions 

at each s. The s-dependence of the resulting functions will probe the 

structure of the gauge interactions. It turns out that the interference 

term, shown in Fig. 6 for three 	models, is the most sensitive 

probe. (An analysis of this type could be complicated by an additional 

contribution from cross channel exchange of doubly charge leptons and/ 

or the exchange of appreciably massive fermions.) The error bars in 

Fig. 6 are based on 100 events per energy, which corresponds to about 

250 running hrs. per energy for a beam lumiousity of 0.5 x 10 32!cm s 

in an experiment which triggers on one leptonic decay mode of the W. 

Since the dominant decay modes are expected to be hadronic, rates 

would be dramatically improved if hadronic decays of the W exhibit a 

clear enough two jet structure to permit detection above the annihi-

lation background. Perrottet (1978) has discussed this possibility 

in detail and calculated jet angular distributions. Once the' thres- 

+ 	0 hold for ee - ZZ 0  is also passed, comparison of this reaction 
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(Brown et al 1979), which in the standard model proceeds only via 

cross channel lepton exchange, with reaction (3.19) should allow a 

further probe of the Yang Mills couplings contributing to the latter. 

The higher order process 

e+e_ ± w+w1 	 (3.25) 

receives contributions from quadrilinear vector boson coupliigs. Their 

detection might be feasible if c.m. energies well above 200 GeV can be 

attained. Contributions from electron bremsstrahlung. can be suppressed 

by excluding small angle photons, and contributions involving v-exchange 

with a tn-linear boson vertex could be eLiminated if longitudinally 

polarized beams were available at the relevant energy. However the 

maximum value of the quadilinear coupling contribution to the cross 

section for (3.25) occurs at an energy 

Ys = tm - m 4m = 	(4 - 
	

l 2 ) 300 GeV (3.26) 

in the standard model if sin26 w = 0.22, and is only 

a 	(quadrilinear) • 2 x  10 7nb 2 x  10 4 a 
max 	 0 . 
	(3.27) 

While experiments of thetype envisioned in this subsection will be 

difficult, it is clear that energies sufficiently high to allow 

multiple vector boson production can provide a unique and invaluable 

probe of the underlying electroweak theory. 



Tabel 1 Comparison of e±e  colliding beam projects 

Maximum 	Expected 	-2 -1 
center-of-mass Luminosity (ciii s 	) Name 	Location 	 Status 
energy (GeV) 

LEP 	CERN, 	140(260)GeV 	1032  

Switz. 	 30 
SLC 	'SLAC, USA 	100 GeV 	6 x  10 

CESR II Cornell, 	100 GeV 	1032 

USA 
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Approved 

Proposed 

Proposed 
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IV. LEPTON-HADRON COLLISONS 

We now turn to the manifestations of the weak vector bosons in 

very high energy lepton-hadron collisions. One can imagine experi-

ments using any of three different types of leptons, either neutrinos, 

-. 	 muons or electrons. High energy neutrino-hadron collisions could be 

studied using cosmic ray neutrino interactions in a very large under-

water detector such as DUMAND (1982). Very high energy muon-hadron 

collisions could be studied using secondary muon beams obtained from 

a very high energy proton synctcotron such as the proposed VBA (Ainaldi 

1980). However, the best prospects for studying very high energy 

lepton-hadron interactions seem to bewith electron-proton colliding 

beam machines, of which several are now being proposed (see Table 2). 

Weak vector bosons may manifest themselves in these reactions either 

indirectly through their propagator effects on cross-sections and on 

the interferences between neutral weak and electromagnetic interactions, 

or directly through production of the weak vector bosons in the final 

± 	0 
state. Since the cross-sections for the production of the W and Z 

are not very high, much of the interest in their signatures in lepton-

hadron collisions centers on their indirect propagator effects, to 

which we now turn. 

Low energy weak interaction amplitudes are proportional to the 

Fermi constant, GF,  whose relation to the masses and couplings of the 

weak vector bosons we have already seen: 

G 	2 	2 	,2 
(4.1) 

': 84 8m 



At high energies the four-momentum q transferredbetween the incoming 

and outgoing leptons may no longer, be negligible compared with the 

vector boson mass. In this case the weak interaction amplitudes are 

proportional to 

•1 	 1 
2 	2 

or  2 	2 	
(4.2 

	

m+Q 	m 0 +Q 
w- 	z 

where Q 2 
	

- q 
2 is the modulus of the space-like four-momentum 

transfer squared. This means that charged current weak interaction 

cross-sections will no longer rise like the square of the center-of-

' as they do at low energies: mass energy s (p+ h  

	

+ h 	' + x) 
I

Gs 
	

(4.3) 

when s << m2+if one assumes' that strong interaction effects are 

negligible at large momentum transfers. One does not in fact expect 

these effects to be entirely absent, and the standard asymptotically 

free gauge theory of the strong interactions, namely QCD, leads one to 

expect logarithmic corrections to (4.3) at high momentum transfers Q 2 . 

These are to be contrasted with the power-law Q dependences to be 

expected (4.2) from the vector boson propagators. Furthermore, the 

propagator effects (4.2) are independent of parameters of the hadronic 

kinematics, whereas the QCD scaling violations are not universal 

functions of Q2 . For these reasons, it is in principle possible to 

disentangle vector boson propagator effects from conventional QCD 

40 

effects.. 
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Attempts have been made using present-day accelerator data 

either to establish a lower limit on the mass of the W,  or even to 

determine that it is finite. These experiments are very difficult 

since the values of Q 2  ( 400 GeV2) presently available are much lower 

than the expected W ± boson mass squared, and so far they have not 

yielded any positive results. The best published limit (Barishl978) 

on the W boson, mass is 

m + > 36 GeV, 	 (4.4) 
w- 

while a preliminary analysis of (Wahi 1981) CERN-Dortmand-Heidelberg-

Saclay (CDHS) collaboration data suggests 

m + > 100 GeV ± systematic effects. 	 (4.5) 

This result should not yet be construed as conflicting with the 

expected mass of order 80 GeV, since so far the analysis only takes 

into account statistical errors in the data, but does not yet take into 

account systematic errors. One can expect that the lower bound (4.5) 

will be decreased when these are, included. It is possible that W 

propagator effects may be detected in neutrino-hadron scattering data 

to - be obtained at the FNAL tevatron in a few years time. However, the 

main hope for detecting these effects rests with ultra-high energy 

cosmic-ray neutrinos and electron-proton colliding ring machines. 

Figure 7, taken from an analysis made for the DTJMAND (1982) 

p 	 project, indicates how one may be able to detect W propagator 

effects in ultra-high energy (0(10)TeV) cosmic ray neutrino inter-

actions. 



The up coming muons originate from neutrinos which have passed 

through the Earth. Their number is diminished by absorption, which is 

less significant if the neutrino cross-section rises more slowly than 

linearly (4.3) at high energies, as would be the case if in. 	80 GeV. 

Stronger absorption effects occur if there are no W propagator effects 

(4.2)., as would be the case if mW  >>80 GeV. In principle, measure-

ments of the reaction e±  + p + v + X with a high-energy colliding 

beam machine can provide better determined kinematical conditions in a 

comparable range of center-of-mass energies. As an example, colliding 

30 GeV electrons with 820 GeV protons as proposed with HERA (ECFA & 

DESY 1979) provides a center-of-mass energy 	= 314 GeV which 

corresponds to a lepton beam of 52 TeV striking a fixed target. Figure 

8 shows the number of events expected per day at HERA of the reaction 

eL + p -* V + X, binned in different ranges of Q 2 . The event rates 

for a conventional W ± mass of about 80 GeV and for an infinite 

mass are clearly very different, and it is believed that one could 

measure indirectly the W  mass to an accuracy of a few percent. It 

+ 
is also possible to look beyond. the conventional W to see if there 

are any more charged weak bosons W . For example, if the simple 

propagator (4.2) were replaced by 

2 
1 	1 	1 	

m ~ , 

m2+ 2 	m2+ 2 	)L2, + 
 Q2)l 	

(4.6) 

2 
so that one half of the low Q amplitude were due to W exchange, 

then experiments with a machine such as HERA could (ECFA & DESY 

1979) tell the difference between 	= 500 GeV and infinity. 
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One can also look for Z °  propagator effects in high energy neutral 

current reactions. Here measurements are simplest in high. energy 

electron and muon-hadron scattering, where one can easily know the 

kinematics of both the incoming and outgoing leptons. The picture 

is however complicated by the dominance of photon exchanges at low 

Q2  and by important interference effects: 

.2 
0 	2 	em 	weak 

c(y + Z ) 	IAI = 	2 	
(4.7) 

Q 	m+Q 
z 

At low Q2 4(m the interference effects are of order 10 5Q2 (GeV2 ) 

and hence very small. They have been measured in two experiments: 

the classic SLAC experiment (Prescott et al 1978) demonstrating 

parity violation in deep inelastic ep scattering at Q 2 
	 2 

O(l)GeV ,andnore 

recently a CERN experiment (Bollini et al 1982)which gives indications of a 

charge asymmetry in deep inelastic piN scattering at Q2 = 0(102 )GeV. 

Both these experiments are at Q 2  much too small to offer a hope of 

seeing Z°  propagator effects which would cause a deviation from 

linearity with Q2  in the interference effects. At high energy 

electron-proton colliding beam machines the electromagnetic and 

weak contributions (4.7) to the deep inelastic scattering cross-

sections are comparable; dramatic interference effects should be 

seen and the Z°  propagator clearly identifiable. Figure 9 shows 

(Ellis et al 	1978). the ratios between the cross sections for 

different electron polarization states, both with and without the 

finite-mass Z °  propagator (.4.2). As in the case of the W ,  measurements 

with high energy ep colliding beams should be able to determine 



indirectly the mass of the Z °  to within a few per cent, and look for 

the indirect effects of further Z °  s with masses of a few hundred GeV. 

Looking for indirect effects of the W  and Z°  through their 

propagators (4.2) is all very well, but it would be much more 

satisfying to see them produced directly. Unfortunately the cross-

sections expected in high energy ep collisions are discouragingly 

small, although the cleanliness ofmanyof the final states relative 

to those encountered in hadronic collisions alleviate some of the 

detection problems. The most important Feynman diagrams for the 

production of W  and Z°  are shown in Figure 10. The diagrams of 

classes (a) and (b) where the 	or Z°  are emitted from the leptonic 

vertex are expected to be accompanied by a relatively simple 

hadronic system which will often be just a proton or a nucleon 

resonance. This enables one to plan searches for all decay modes 

of the W  and Z0, and not just their relatively disfavored (2.8, 2.18) 

leptonic decay modes. On the other hand the "hadronic" diagrams of 

class 	(c) 	can be expected to yield quite a complicated 

hadronic system, among which only leptonic decays of the W  and 

may be discernible. 

The cross-sections for leptoproduction of W ± and Z °  do not 

have simple analytic forms, and complete calculations of their 

production with ep colliding beams have not in fact been performed. 

The production cross-sections have been estimated (Lleweliyn Smith 

& Wiik 1977) by scaling up old calculations for producing light 

+ 	0 W and Z at lower energy accelerators, or alternatively (Kamal et al 

1981) using the Weizsäcker-Williains approximation to treat the photon 
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exchanged in figure 10. This latter method gives somewhat larger 

cross-sections than the previous one, but it is not clear whether 

the Weizscker-Wil1iams approximation is appropriate for this 

calculation, so we prefer to be conservative and quote the old 

- 	 rescaled calculations. The cross-sections for the relatively clean 

events corresponding to emission from the leptonic vertices of Figs. 10 

a, b are plotted in figure 11 as a function of s/m 2  and s/rn20.
11~ z 

Taking the values of s/m 2~ = 15 and s/rn2 0  = 12 appropriate to 
z 

HERA we estimate (Llewellyn Smith & Wiik 1977, Ellis et al 1978) 

a(e + p v+ W + p), 	 2 x10 38cm2  
Leptonic 	 (4.8) 

o(e + -  v+ W + X 	]eptonic 	
x 10 38cm 

while 

a(e + p -3. e + Z° +p) 	 x 	-37 2 10 cm 
1 ep tonic 

a(e+pe+Z°+X#p epton ic 2x 1 0 37  cm 2 (4.9) 

It would probably be possible to detect the Z °  with the cross-

sections (4.9), but detecting the 	with the cross-sections 

(4.8) seems a rather more doubtful proposition. However, perhaps 

it is worth noting that the W±  cross-sections are sensitive to 
+ 

the magnetic moment K of the W . Changing the canonical .gauge 

theory value of K = - 1, derived from (1.43), to K = 0 decreases 

the expected cross-section by 10%, while changing to +1 increases 

the cross-section by 30%. In principle, observations of the reaction 

e+e_ WW have a greater sensitivity to the magnetic moment of the 

+ 
W , but it is only with a second higher energy phase of LEP that this 

reaction will become accessible. 
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We close this section by returning to Table 2 which lists 

different high energy electron-proton colliding beam projects that 

are known to us, together with some,of. their cruial parameters. 

The highest center-of-mass energy and luminosity are expected for 

HERA, which is not surprising since it is a device dedicated to ep 

physics, unlike all the other projects except TRISTAN which are 

secondary adjuncts to accelerators primarily intended for e + e or 

hadron-hadron collisions. On the other hand, these parasitic projects 

are all much cheaper than HERA. At present neither HERA nor any of 

the other projects has been approved, and their prospects are 

somewhat uncertain. 
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Table 2 	Comparison of ep Colliding Beam Projects 

Maximum Expected 	
-2 	-1 

Name Location center-of-mass Luminosity(cm 	sec 	) 
energy (GeV) 

TRISTAN KEK, Japan 173 1.8 x 

HERA DESY, Germany 314 6 x  1031  

Proposal 659 FNAL, USA 200 4 x 1031  

CHEER FNAL, USA 200 (.1.7 to 2.7) 	x  103 ' 

SPS/LEP CERN, Switz. 249 1.3 x  1031  

ISABELLE Brookhaven, USA 	126 2 x  1031 



V. HADRON-HADRON COLLISIONS 

Hadronic collisions are not as clean as e + e or even ep collisions 

for making a thorough study of thepredictdweak bosôn however they 

will provide higher energies at which these heavy objects should be 

produced more easily. Unlike e+e  collisions, the initial state 

interaction is not simple, since hadrons are made of quarks and gluons 

which interact strongly, presumably according to today's orthodoxy of 

QCD. Therefore all the calculations of weak boson production will call 

upon a model of the hadrons in terms of its constituents, which play 

the role of the incoming e + e to create the weak bosons. Once these 

are produced, they will decay in the usual way as dictated by the 

electroweak theory. Unfortunately, these decays are just a very tiny 

part of the possible final states in hadronic collisions. In the 

haystack of all produced states we have to look for the characteristic 

"needle" signatures which are evidence for weak boson production. In 

recent years a large amount of literature has been devoted to this 

subject in connection with the various high energy pp and pp collider 

projects listed in Table 3. At BNL, ISABELLE, a proton-proton collider 

with center of mass energy 	= 400-800 GeV, is under construction, 

while at FERMILAB a proton-antiproton machine with /T 2000 GeV is 

planned, using the Tevatron. In Europe, the SPS pp collider 

(V' = 540 GeV) is now under operation and the first collisions have 

been observed, which may make the discovery of the weak bosons, if 

they exist, very imminent. In this section we give an overview of 

the physics of the weak bosons in pp and pp collisions without going 



into more technical details which can be found in the literature by 

the interested reader. 

The starting point for weak boson production is the Drell-Yan 

model (Drell & Yan 1971) which was originally intended to describe 

lepton-pair production in hadronic collisions. A quark from one 

colliding hadron and an antiquark from the other fuse into a virtual 

photon which in turn decays into a lepton pair (see Figure 12). In 

the naive version of the model (Feynmann, 1972) quarks and anti-

quarks are supposed to be essentially free objects inside the hadrons. 

Towever one knows that strong interaction corrections estimates using 

QCD are to be included in the calculations. Nevertheless,we shall 

use the naive model to present ballpark estimates and comment on 

the influence of QCD corrections on this Born approximation when 

necessary. In our case of interest we can follow the same physical 

picture as in lepton-pair production via a virtual photon; the only 

change is that we consider different elementary fusion subprocesses. 

At the constituent level the relevant subreactions are the following 

(peierls et al 1977, Quigg 1977): 

ui,da,ss ... +Z 0 ; u,us.. ±W+;udus ..±W 	 (5.1) 

if we neglect the small contributions of heavier quarks in the proton 

and the antiproton, which are expected to be relatively rare. The 

hadronic cross-section is obtained. as an incoherent sum of all 

possible fermion subprôcesses weighted by the respective probability 

distributions of the Incoming constituents (see Fig. 13 for the 
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kinematics): 

do 
 ( 	

1 	1 

	

MB W  +X) = E 	dx 	dx. S(x x s_)fa/A(xa)fb/B(Xb)(a+bC( ds 	 a,b 0  a  0 	° 	
a b 	

(5.2) 

where caretèd variables refer to the subprocess and f a/A a 
(x ) is the 

probablility of finding the consjtuent a inside the hadron A carrying 

a fraction Xa  of the parent hadron's longitudinal momentum. From (5.2) 

we can study any kind of distribution for a definite final state 

provided we replace (a + b -* W) by the relevant subprocess 

distribution. For instance, the total cross-section for producing a 

W is easily calculated, knowing that 

	

c(a• + b-*W+) = I G}. IrTS6(S - M) 	 (5.3) 

which when substituted into equation (5.2) yields 

	

(A + B+W+ X) 	/27t GFTJr g £(x,TIx) 	 (5.4) 

where 

= 	{(uA()B(T/x) + dA(x)uB(T/x)]cosO C  

+ [uAB(T/x) + A(x)uA(t/x)Jsin2  (x) 	 8  c 	
5.5) 

In equation (5.5) we have denoted the distribution function of a given 

quark by its own symbol. We remark that te total cross-section only 

depends on the dimensionless variabler -. For the W case we 

interchange quark and antiquark densities., whereas for Z °  production, 

the corresponding funètion .C° (x, T/x) is slightly more complicated 

because of the weak-electromagnetic mixing 
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£(x,T/x) = {[uA(x) B (T/x) + u A W uB(T/X)] [+ - * sjn2 w 9 0 + ! sin4 w O I + 

[dA(x)B(T/x) + dAx)dB(T/x) + sA(x)sB(T/x) + SA(SB(t/Xfl 

sin 0 1 	w 2 	4 
x [ 	- 	+ 	

sin 0] } 	 (5.6) 

The factorsof- in equations (5.5) and (5.6) account for the color 

degree of freedom. Charge invariance tells as that quark (antiquark) 

densities in a proton are the same as antiquark (quark) densities in an 

antiproton. In this simple pfrture pp collisions generally offermore constituent 

luminosity than pp collisions because the three "valence" quarks 

(anti-quarks) which carry the p() quantum numbers also carry most of its 

its mOmentum, but this enhancement does not apply at very low values 

of T where the "sea" of q-q pairs (and gluons) is important. For 

the planned colliders the larger luminosity available in proton-

proton collisions may overcome this drawback and provide a larger 

absolute event rate than the proton-antiproton colliders. 

A convenientvariable for parametrizing the final state 

distribution is the rapidity 	which measures the longitudinal 

momentum of the produced weak boson 

E+p 

Xa  - Xb = 2/T sinhy, i.e. 	= 4 	E - 11 
	 (5.7) 

wll 

Distributions in this variable reflect the longitudinal distribution 

of the constituents, and for instance in pp collisions one expects a 

maximum away from y = 0, since the valence quarks carry more momentum 

than the sea  anti-quarks and the W moves in the direction of the 

valence quarks. So far we have neglected strong interaction effects, 
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but in fact quarks can radiate gluons and hadrons contain gluons, and 

therefore there are additional diagrams to be considered (Reya 1981) 

as in Figure 14. The main effect of gluon radiation is to soften the 

quark distribution; that is, the low x region is more populatedand the 

large x region is depressed. This evolution of the distribution is 

energy-momentum dependent, so that constituent distributions have a 

logarithmic dependence on the energy scale associated with the process 

as shown in Figure 15. 

(x) -* f 
a, ,A  (x, Q2 ) 

To leading order in 	the momentum scale Q is specified only up 
flQ 

to a scale factor of order 1, but it seems physically reasonable to 

take Q2  = , the energy of the constitutent reaction. Another effect 

of gluon emission is to give the W a transverse kick much larger than. 

that expected from the Fermi motion of the constitutents inside the 

hadrons. These strong interaction refinements have been included in 

the caluclation of the total cross sections shown in Figure 16 (Paige 

1979). 

Logarithmic corrections are not important for Fs -  500 - 1000 

GeV since there the average fraction of energy carried by the con-

stituents is <x> AT  0.1 or 0.2, a region in which the constituent 

distribution 	functions are not greatly affected. However, for 

larger values of ,1,  as at the FNAL Tevatron, one expects a substantial 

increase of the cross-sections. 

As a final remark let us point out that it has been realizedthat 

virtual gluon exchange induces a multiplicative correction factor to 



the Drell Yan cross section which is of order 0(2)(Altarelli et al 

1979). M enhancement of this magnitude has in'fact been seen in 

hadronic lepton-pair production. We have not taken this factor into 

account in the estimation; its effect would be to increase substantially 

the present estimates but not to modify the shape of the calculated 

distributions (Humpert & van Neerven 1980). 

5.2 Leptonic Final States 

among all possible decays of the weak bosons, their leptonic modes 

are the easiest to select for a final state analysis. As indicated 

in section 2 the branching .ratios into charged leptons in a three 

generation model are 

B(Z0  + eke) 3% 	B(W+ + i±() ) 8% 	 (5.8) 
£ 

or 

36 -2 0 +- 
For an intergrated luminosity of 10 cm 	this gives for,Z - 2. 2. 

(W±.+  2,±) at the pp collider (I 	540 GeV) about 23 events (60 

events): a seeable signal even in this ratherdisfavored case. For 

lepton-pair production by the Z °  the competing mechanisms are the 

usual Drell-Yan one via a virtual photon and the leptonic decays of 

heavy quarks like c and b(t?),. Fortunately these backgrounds are 

much below the nice expected peak in the lepton-pair mass spectrum 

at theZ°  mass (Figure 17)(Pakvasa et al 1979). The situation is less 

favorable for the leptonic modes of the charged weak bosons 

because of the emitted (anti)neutrino which escapes detection. 

However, if we consider the single charged spectrum, kinematics 

conspires in our favor. Denoting the momentum of the charged lepton 
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by z, we look at the following distribution 

= ab fdxdxb  a/Aa b/Bb 	
(a + b + W 	2:) 

I d 	
-- 	lMI 	 (5.9) 

= a,b 	
/• 	

S 

(where IMI 2  ist:hé. squared matrix element of the subprocess which 
contains the W propagator, k 

T 
 is the momentum component perpendicular 

to the incident beam) and expect that the largest contribution will 

come from the region s 	4. The denominator In equation (5.9) should. lead 

MW to a sharp peaking of the cross-section at Z T - 
	

which is known 

as the Jacobian peak and is a very distinctive feature of a heavy 

object decaying into two light fermions. (Figure 18). In the limit 

± 
of zero width for the W the 

2T 
 spectrum would be cut off at T 

but there are some smearing effects. First the finite width of the 

+ 
W , and secondly the intrinsic transverse momentum of the constituents 

and the QCD corrections which can give a rather significant transverse 

kick to the weak boson (Pakvasa et al 1979, Aurenche & Lindfors 1981). 

This latter contribu.tion enlarges the available phase space for the 

lepton and we expect a smearing of the peak with events at 

Fortunately, the Jacobian peak should still emerge from the above-

mentioned backgrounds, but it will be difficult to infer the W mass 

from the position of the maximum. 

Once one has observed peaks in some distributions one would like 

to pin-point the specific characteristics of the weak bosons which 
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include the vector and axial pieces of their couplings introduced in 

sectionl. In pp collisions a clear signal of the axial-vector 

interference is the forward-backward asymmetry of the lepton spectrum, 

the forward hemisphere being defined by the proton beam direction. More 

- 	 precisely, the asymmetry can be defined as: 

do 	 do 

	

(cos 0) - 	(-cosO) 
d cosO 	 d cosO 

A 	(s, cosO) (5.10) 

	

(cosO) + 	(-cosO) 
d cosO 	 d cosO 

In the W case one expects this asymmetry to be large because of the 

pure (V-A) coupling and the qualitative effect can be visualized 

easily on the basis of helicity arguments. For instance we know 

that is mainly produced by the collisions UL  (from the proton)L 

(from the antiproton) which fixes the helicity of W.  Since the 

outgoing neutrino is left_handed  one clearly sees that the k will 

tend to be emitted along the direction of the antiproton beam (into 

backward hemisphere)(Figure 19). The asymmetry of k is therefore 

negative, whereas for the 2T coming from W the situation is just 

the reverse. Sea quarks and QCD contributiQns can slightly modify 

the results for this observable but its qualitative features are 

still preserved. In Figure 20 we present the forward-backward 

asymmetry (Perrottet 1978, Finjord et al 1981) for the W case as a 

- 	 function of cosO for various values of T = s/M. 

For the Z0  this asymmetry will be more difficult to measure 

because the vector coupling to the lepton is proportional to 

(1/4-sin2 0) and is rather suppressed for today's value of 
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sin2o 	0.215. The predicted value of AFB  is about 7% and detecting 

such a low value calls for rather large statistics which will be 

difficult to achieve in the near future. 

5.3. Hadronic Final States 

As described in section 2, the weak bosons will decay most of the 

time into hadronic modes, and we therefore expect pairs of hadronic jets at 

large transverse momentum with a weak origin, to be distinguished 

from the formidable QCD background arising for quark and gluon 

scattering reactions characterized by the strong coupling constant 

0.1 to 0.2, to be compared with weak one 	= 3 x 10. 

We expect that the strong interaction two-jet cross section will domi-

nate the weak one (Figure 21) by a large factor. The situation looks 

desperate unless we can devise a clever criterion to disentangle. 

the two types of cross-sections. An interesting possibility. is to 

look for heavy quark jets, since the weak bosons are heavy enough to 

decay in essentially the same way into light or heavy quarks (provided 

the unseen top quark is not too heavy). This would reduce the QCD 

background to the extent that we are able to distinguisha heavy 

quark jet from a light quark jet. In particular for the W decaying 

into bt the only competing QCD mechanism comes from tt and bb 

pairs. If we further require the observation of two energetic 

leptons of the same sign, the W signal . can emerge from the back-

ground (Abud et al 1978, 1979). The decay chains are the following 
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W 	bE' 	 (5.11) 

t ttt 
QCD 	

Lb-- 	 (5.12) 

1)bC±Si V 

Lc v 

The QCD mechanism involves cascade decays and therefore less energetic 

like sign leptons than those from the direct decays in the W case. 

Also the W is more often produced forwards than the W, and we 

therefore expect an excess of positive dileptons over negative ones 

in the proton direction. The analysis of this type of signal 

requires a very careful study of the final state but may provide 

information on the decay modes of the weak bosons which is not 

obtainable otherwise. 

5.4. Pair Production of Weak Bosons 

One of the fundamental properties of the gauge model of electro-

weak interactions is the presence of bilinear couplings among gauge 

bosons like WWZ and WWy, as shown in section I. These couplings 

allow one to produce (Brown & Mikaelian 1979, Brown et al 1979) 
- ± 	± 	 - 

pairs of weak bosons W + 
	0 	 + 
W , W Z , W -y. As in the case of e e 

annihillation pair production of weak bosons can tell us about the 

gauge structure and the relevance of the renormalizability of physical 

theories. It would be particularly interesting to compare the WW, 

0 	° 0  and ZZ WZ 	cross- sections and their dependences on the invariant 
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masses of the boson pairs. At energy colliders with r - 500-2000 GeV 
the expected cross-sections are at the picobarn level (1036cm 2). 

and in addition the final state analysis can be complicated because of 

theleptonsorhadrnic jets. A finaistate with a higher cross-section 

+ 
is W y, which directly probes the WWy coupling and can give a measure 

of the anomalous moment K of the W, whose gauge theory value is 

This process may be seen earlier because of a larg er rate and the 

relatively easy indentification of a large transverse momentum 

photon. 

) 



Table 3: Comparison of hadron-hadron colliding beam projects 

Maximum 	Expected 
Name 	 Location 	center-of-mass luininnsity Status 

energy (GeV) 	(cim 2see) 

p collider 	CERN, Switz. 	540 	 1030 	In operation 

ISABELLE (pp) Brookhaven,- USA 800 	 1032 	Under con- 

- 	 30 	
struction 

Tevatron i(pp) FNAL, USA 	2000 	- 	10 	Approved 
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VI. RIGGS BOSONS 

While the main subjects of this review are the intermediate vector 

bosons W and Z ° , for completeness we also add here at the end a few 

remarks about Higgs bosons. We saw in section I how in the "standard" 

SU(2) x U(l) model the vector bosons acquire their masses through the 

vacuum expectation value of complex isodoublet Riggs field, and how 

one linear combination H (1.30) of electrically neutral components 

survives the mass generation mechanism to remain as a physical Higgs 

particle. In more complicated versions of the theory there are more 

physical Riggs particles, including charged states as well as neutrals. 

Many physicists find Higgs fieldsinelegant, and would like to replace 

elementary spin-zero fields by composites made out of elementary 

fermions (Beg & Sirlin 1974, Farhi & Susskind 1981). We do not 

have space here to describe in detail the phenomenology of either the 

minimal Higgs scenario or the alternatives, but limit ourselves to a 

few descriptive remarks. 

The single physical Hlggs particle In the minimal model has an 

unknown mass: in the notation (1.28) of section 1: 

i4 =2p 2  + radiative corrections 	 (6.1) 

where p 2  is unknown, only the Riggs vacuum expectation value 

2 	2 v = -- (1.29)b.eing phenomenologically determined: 

v = (ñ GF)"2 	 (6.2) 	 - 

The radiative corrections to the Riggs boson mass are significant 

(Coleman & Weinberg 1973) for small values of 	and give a lower 



bound to niH corresponding to the case P = 0: 

	

2 	2+sec4O. 	m 2 	3a 	 W. 	f 
= 	 -0(—) 	 (6.3) 

 

41 
H 	 4 

8vI- 
F  

2 G 	sine 	 w 
.w. 

7 

The experimental value of sin 2e leads to a lower bound on the Higgs 

boson mass of order 10 GeV. Larger masses correspond to larger values 

of the Higgs self-coupling (1.28), which becomes strong (Lee et al 

1977, Veltman 1977) unless mH <0(l)TeV. One may therefore expect 

the Higgs boson mass to be within an order ofmagnitudeof the W and 

0 Z masses. 

In contrast to its mass, the couplings of the minimal Higgs 

+ 
particle are completely determined. The couplings to the W and 

Z°  are given in equation (1.33), while since the Higgs vacuum 

expectation value gives masses to all the fundamental fermions f, 

mf 	
i- 	1/2 

8Hff = -;- = .(v2 GF) 	mf 
(6.4) 

We see from equations (1.33) and (6.4) that the.Higgs particle likes 

+ 
to couple to heavy particles such as the top quark, the W and.the 

Z0 , and these provide the most favorable production mechanisms. 
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If the Higgs boson weighs si 

of the top quark, a good place to 

toponium decay, where it has been 

r( 3 s 1 (Et) -'- H + y) 

r(3s1(Et) 	* eke) 

nificant1y. less than twice the mass 

look for the Higgs boson is in 

calculated (Wilczek 1977) that 

2 
Cm 

,. 	Ft 	 (6.5) 
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This ratio is > 10% for a top quark of mass > 18 GeV, the lower limit 

established by the non-observation of the top quark at PETRA. When 

toponium is •found, the Higgs boson should be one to the first objects 

looked for in its decays.. Other good mechanisms for producing the 

Higgs boson involve the Z ° . Figure 22 shows the branching ratios 

relative to Z., .decay into e+e_  or pp of the decays ZO±H+ (e+e or  

(Bjorken 1977) and Z --H+y(Cahn etal 1979). The branching ratios for both 

decays are greater .than lo 6  if m1 	50 GeV, so that the Higgs boson 

may be visible in e+e_  experiments with the expected ten million 

decays. Another good way (Ellis et al 1976, Lee et al 1977) to 

produce.the Higgs boson is in association with the Z though the 

reaction e + e -*Z - Z + H shown in figure 23. This has a cross- 

sect ion 

+- 	0 
(ee -Z +H) 

+- 	+ - 
o(e e ~ p p ) 

(6..6) 

for m.fl  <100 GeV at a center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV. Thus a high 

energy e+e  machine such as LEP should (Camilleri et al 1976) be 

able to see a neutral Higgs boson with a mass up to 0(100)GeV. 

The charged Higgs bosons expected in more complicated theories can 

be pair-produced in e+e annihilation, and may also be the dominant 

decay produots of heavier quarks and leptons. Their couplings to 

other particles are generally correlated with their masses, but this 

connection is not as clear-cut as it is in the minimal model with just 

one neutral Higgs boson. While theories of dynamical symmetry 

breaking avoid the introduction of fundamental spin-zero fields, 



they nevertheless tend to predict many light composite spin-

zero bosons with properties analogous .to Higgs particles (Bg 

& Sirlin 1974, Farhi & Susskind 1981). Thus they canbe searched 

for in many of the reactions previously mentioned in connection 

with Higgs bosOns. However, an important difference is that one 

does not expect (Ellis et al 1981) large couplings to the W and 

Z° , and so copious production of composite spin-zero bosons in 

association with the intermediate vector bosons is not to be 

expected. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this review, we have shown how, the phenomenological successes 

of gauge theories of the weak and electromagnetic interactions 

motivate very strongly the search for charged.and neutral vector 

bosons with masses 0(80 to 90) GeV in the standard model. We have 

also seen how one can make quite precise predictions for the masses, 

decay and production cross-sections for these vector bosons in 

e+e_, lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron.collisions.' These three 

different types of experiment are largely complimentary in the 

information they may provide about the vector bosons and their 

couplings. Electron-positron collisions will not produce very 

heavy vector bosons in the near future, but can provide us with 

verydetailed information about the Z 
0 and provide the best 

prospects for searching for scalar bosons. Lepton-hadron collisions 

can provide indirect evidence even for rather heavy vector bosons, 

but are not the best types of collision to product them directly. 

Hadron-hadron collisions can produce even rather heav vectok bosons 

because of the very high center-of-mass energies they provide, 

but the complicated nature of the hadronic final states will make 

it difficult to determine ,their detailed properties. Hadron-hadron 

colliders which should be able to produce the W ± and Z 
0
are in 

operation and under construction, while one e+e machine capable 

. of producrn 	0 g the Z has been approved. Projects for detecting ultra 

high energy cosmic ray neutrino collisions and ep colliding rings are 

being proposed. There is every reason to hope that in a few years 
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the physics of the weak vector bosons will be thoroughly studied 

inmanyexperiinents. We hope and trust they will provide us with 

exciting surprises. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Theratio.Rofa(e+e-lp+)re1ative to a 0  [Eq. (3.2)], plotted 

for different values of the vector and axial vector coup-

lings of e and p (radiative corrections not included). 

Fig. 2. The forward backward asymmetry A [Eq. (3.12)] for e + e- 

p plotted for axial couplings ae = a 	1, and different
11  

values of the eand p vector coupling. 

Fig. 3. The cross section ratioRas a function of c.m. energy in a model 

with two neutral vector bosons and in the standard model with 

GeV and sin2O0.20(solid line) (deGroot et al 1979). 

Fig. 4. Cross section (Alles et al 1977) for e + e- WW  for 

different values of the weak neutral current angle in the 

standard model. 

Fig. 5. Contributions aaa  from pure a exchange and Gab  from a, b 

exchange interference.to  the cross section for e+e_ - W+W 

calculated (Alles et al, 1977) in the standard model using 

sin2O 	= 3/8. 	 .. 	 , 

Fig. 6. Energy dependence of, the angular projection of the contribution 

to a(e e -*W+W_)  from interference between direct-channel 

vector exchange and cross channel neutrino exchange for (a) 

photon and v exchange only, (b) the standard model with 

sin2O = 0.25 and (c) the standard model including an. 

(e, VR) weak doublet. Error bars represent, a typical LEP 

experiment with a leptonic W-decay trigger. 



MM 

hi 

Fig. 7. The ratio between up coming and down coming muons from 

ultra high energy cosmic ray neutrino interactions is 

sensitive to the amount of absorption of neutrinos passing 

through the Earth. The ratio would be unity in the absence 

of absorption, while a linearly rising neutrino cross- 

section (corresponding to nt>>80 GeV) entails more 

absorption than the slower-rising cross-section found if 

mW  = 80 GeV. The error bars indicate the experimental 

results which would be obtained from DUMAND (1982). 

Fig. 8. Rate of events per day expected at HERA for e + p + v + X in 

2 	 2 
Q bins of 5000 GeV 

Fig. 9. The ratios between the cross-sections for left-and right-

handed electron-proton scattering at a center-of-mass 

(energy) 2  = 27,000 GeV2 , for different values of the Z °  

mass: x and y are the standard kinematical variables (Barish 

1978) for lepton-nucleon scattering. 

Fig. 10. Feynman diagrams for direct production of weak vector bosons 

in lepton-hadron collisions: (a) for W production from 

the leptonic vertex, (b) for Z °  production from the leptonic 

vertex, (c) for W ± or Z °  production from the hadronic 

vertex. 

0 	± Fig. 11. The cross-section for Z and W production at the leptonic 

vertex estimated by scaling up low energy results. These 

events are generally relatively clean, with either a 

proton or a simple hadronic system accompanying the 
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vector boson. Events where the production- takes place at 

the hadronic vertex are likely to contain a much more 

complicated hadronic system. 

Fig. 12. The original Drèll-Yan mechanism. 

Fig. 13. Kinematics, of weak boson ((U) production. 

Fig. 14. First order QCD contributions tOW production. 

Fig. 15. Evolution of the valence quark (u,d) distributions with Q 2 . 

Fig. 16. Predicted production cross sections for W and Z °  in pp 

and pp collisions. The calculated cross-sections include 

scale breaking effects (Paige 1979). 

Fig. 17. Lepton pair mass spectrum in p -collisions at Vs = 540 GeV. 

Fig. 18. The Jacobian peak of the single lepton spectrum from W+ product ion  

and decay.. The calculation is indicated by"DY!', while "QCD" contains 

the QCD corrections (Aurenche & Lindfors 1981- a,b). 	- 

Fig. 19. Schematic description of the helicity configuration in the 

reaction p  	Single (double) arrows indicates 

the momentum (helicity) direction. 

Fig. 20 The front back W asymmetry a) versus cosO for various values 

of V 	b) integrated version as a function of i,/ 

(Perrottet 1978, Finjord et al 1981). 

Fig. 21 Invariant mass spectrum of heavy quark pairs from W,Z and 

gluon fusion. The mass of the top quark is chosen as 

- - 	30 GeV/c. 	 - 
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Fig. 22. Branching ratios relative to Z° -' 
	

for Z° + HOp+j1  

andZ° +H+y. 

Fig. 23. Lowest order Feynman diagram for the process e+e_ + Z °  + H. 
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